
Good part-time work.

Pornography is a long time ago. In a hundred years, a huge path has been taken! It began with 
amateur (black and white) photographs in private collections, which grew into the publication of 
frank magazines. With the development of cinemas, pornography has become a serious business. 
Nowadays, it is a multibillion-dollar industry, occupying the lion's share of all Internet traffic!

Until the 90s, porn was produced around the world: the USA, Europe, but after the fall of the Iron 
Curtain, Russia also joined the production of porn content.

Companies such as Brazers and other giant porn distributors can produce porn content themselves 
or order its production on the side. The main task of eminent brands is to provide the sale of porn 
content, to provide legal and legal support for this business. And porn itself can be produced 
anywhere, the main thing is to produce it with the requirement of the customer. If the customer is 
oriented towards the English-speaking market, then the dialogues (in porn) should be in English. 
Architecture, nature in porn video must meet customer requirements. If the manufacturer can ensure
these conditions, it receives the production order.

And in Russia there are creative teams capable of shooting world-class porn. They are known to the 
general public by Western names and surnames (pseudonyms). The association of a real person with
his image in which he stars in porn is far from pleasant to everyone. For this, people take 
pseudonyms, mask appearance: cosmetics, facial expressions control, dyeing hair... They give 
interviews on behalf of their porn image. They start pages in social networks, periodically support 
them. Here is an example of such a team united by Relatives and activities.

Elsa Jean

Charming blonde (Bulgakova) Myakisheva Lilia Valerievna (26.01.1987), a native of the city of 
Izobilny, Stavropol Territory. She made her debut in Russian-language amateur porn videos.



But, the pronounced predisposition of this girl to such activities and work in non-stop mode opened 
up great prospects in this field. Applying bright makeup (masking moles, scars), facial expressions 
control (constant smile to the ears), led to the appearance of a new image - porn diva Elsa Jean. 
Porn movies featuring Elsa Jean are very popular!



Tyler Nixon

Andrei Vallerievich Bulgakov (30.09.1992) a native of the Stavropol Territory, the City of Izobilny 
in porn is shot in the image of a patched, promelated guy. Hair and lip facial expressions control are
used to change appearance. In the lead of poor knowledge of the English language, his character 
either does not say anything at all, or sou-sou.

This actor is the brother of actress Elsa Jean (Lilia Valeryevna). Intimacy has become an excellent 
basis for the development and implementation of professional skills. The expression, "Love you as a
brother," in this situation takes a completely different meaning!



Kyle Mason
Pavel Vladimirovich Nesterenko (26.09.1985) a native of the city of Ivanovo, in ponro starred 
under the image of the American actor Kyle Mason or Lucas Knight. Over the disguise of 
appearance does not bother much. She is the husband of actress Elsa Jean (Lilia Valeryevna).

Apparently, filming in porn is not at all an obstacle to creating a happy family relationship. 
Recently, replenishment took place in their family - A daughter was born. Interestingly in whose 
footsteps will she follow and which profession will she choose?



Moka Mora

Kudashkina (Pavlova) Olga Viktorovna (30.05.1987) a native of the Republic of Kyrgyzstan is a 
distant kinship with Lilia Bulgakova and Andrei Bulgakov. To change the appearance, a nuclear 
amount of cosmetics is used, a change in hairstyle and control of facial expressions - the eyes open 
wider than its natural position.

Olga not only makes porn herself, she is also a producer of these products. A private house in Bear 
Lakes (Moscow Oblast) in which she lives perfectly fit the porn studio.
Position.



All these people are well educated, have a normal job, in addition to filming pornography!
(Bulgakova) Myakisheva Lilia Valerievna - economist, works as an accountant in Moscow.
Andrei Vallerievich Bulgakov - works in the structure of state services in Izobilny. Pavel 
Vladimirovich Nesterenko is a jeweler, also engaged in private business.
Kudashkina (Pavlova) Olga Viktorovna - graduated from the journalism department of Moscow 
State University, organized her construction company HydroStroyKit, which is also used to legalize 
the income from porn activities.
As we see, such activities do not prevent them from being full-fledged and respected members of 
society. Not a bad part-time job, in your spare time, do you think?


